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Abstract— The theory of scheduling has expanded rapidly during the past years. As multi-core architectures begin to
emerge, operating system issues are to be considered for best use of multi-core processes. Due to the architectural
differences in the state of art multi-core processors such as shared caches, memory controllers etc., it becomes the
responsibility of the operating system to make use of intelligent scheduling mechanisms instead of simply scheduling
tasks. In this paper, we try to explore the rapidly expanding area of scheduling by classifying the multi-core
scheduling into traditional shortest job scheduling for multi-core, tree based threaded scheduling and block level
scheduling. We have conducted simulation of the traditional shortest job first for multi-core processors the details of
which are discussed below. Tree based scheduling is achieved by constructing a binary search tree (BST) data
structure; similarly we have demonstrated block scheduling which form a part of software scheduling for reducing
the processes execution time. Research by, [13] shows that applications do not make use of the entire processing
power of multi-core processors. There has been considerable progress in the design of thread schedulers. We
demonstrate a mechanism of handling various cores as compared to the traditional mechanism of handling a single
processor core. Results show improved values of execution time as compared to traditional scheduler.
Keywords— Thread scheduling, multi-core, kernel, BST-tree, block scheduling

I. INTRODUCTION
Single-threaded processor performance is becoming
power limited, so processor architects are increasingly
turning to multi-core designs to improve processor
performance. A multi-core processor is an integrated
circuit composing of two or more individual
processors [2]. The performance gained using a multicore processor depends on the proximity of multiplecores on same die, which in-turn allows the cache
coherence circuitry to operate at a much higher rate
[3]. The coupling between the cores in a multi-core
environment can be considered as either loose or tight.
Combining CPU's on same die improves the
performance of snooping cache. As a result of this
there is little degradation of signals.
II. NEED FOR SCHEDULER
Multi-core is the latest technology which has
grabbed the market of processors [4]. A number of
applications do not in reality exploit the power of the
processing cores. Like every multitasking operating
system, linux achieves simultaneous execution of
multiple processes by rapidly cycling through the
process that are ready to run [5]. Determining when to
switch and which process should be allowed to run is
called scheduling [6]. An ideal scheduler should
protect lower priority process from starvation. Some

of the issues related to schedulers that needs to be
addressed are:
 Persistent starvation - This is the scenario
where two tasks share a CPU yet one task
completely starves out execution when
compared to the other task.
 Initial affinity problem - A task that is
assigned affinity to a particular CPU might
never have run on that particular CPU. When
applications are run at a certain minimal
frequency, in rare occasions they tend to run
on a single CPU, even when the other CPU's
are idle [10].
Schedulers must be crafted carefully so that the
process appears to be running continuously [1], [11].
III. EXISTING METHODOLOGY
Process is program in execution holding a specific
address space. A process consists of multiple-threads
of control. The other way of looking at a process is, it
is a way to group related resources together [10]. Here
resources refer to open file descriptors, child processes,
pending alarms, signal handlers and accounting
information. Scheduling in traditional uni-processor
system consisted of processes having a single thread
of control running on top of the kernel [7]; see Fig. 1,
whereas scheduling in multi-processor system consists
of a single process having multiple threads of control
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running on top of multiple cores. Threads have a
program counter that keeps track of the next
instruction to execute. When multiple threads are
running a few fields are unique for each and every
thread [8]. Fig. 2.

Process

Kernel of uni-core processor

Kernel of multi-core processor

Fig. 1. Single thread of execution in uni-core environment vs Multithreaded execution in multi-core environment

Per process items

Per thread items

priority than the kernel process, the nice command in
linux can be used to modify the scheduling priority of
the process. The scheduler maintains 16 queues of
runnable process. Not all of them are used at a given
instant of time. Fig. 3 shows the queue and processes
that are in place at the instant kernel begin to run. The
array rdy_head has one entry for each queue with the
entry pointing to the process at the head of the queue.
Similarly rdy_tail is an array whose entries point to
the last process on the queue. Based on the priority
level of the task, the process fall into one of the 16
queues. The scheduling is done in round-robin fashion.
If the running process exhausts the quantum, it is
moved to the tail of the queue and given a new
quantum. If a process is blocked and after some
quantum of time it is awakened, it is moved to the
head of the queue, if the process has remaining time
quantum.
Given the queue structure, the scheduling
mechanism is simple. The first step is to enqueue the
process along with a pointer to the process table entry.
Once enqueue is complete, it calls the function sched
which determines one among the 16 queues where the
process has to be inserted. If the queue was previously
empty, then the rdy_head and rdy_tail are made to
point to the same location when the process is added.
If a process is added to the head of the queue then
p_nextready gets the current value of rdy_head and
the rdy_head is pointed to the new process.
A process that is running is blocked by dequeue
operation. The process to be de-queued is likely to be
at the head of the queue. In case, when a signal is sent
to a process that is currently not in execution, then the
de-queue procedure has to traverse the array to find
the process that is not running. The likely hood of
finding the victim is at the head of the queue. Once the
victim process is removed, the pointers are adjusted
accordingly.
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Global variables
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Open files
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Generally a kernel process has a higher priority
compared to a user process [9]. Under special
circumstances where the user process requires higher
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Fig. 2. Description of fields in process and thread table.

IV. KERNEL LEVEL SCHEDULING MECHANISM
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Fig. 3. Queuing system
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One important consideration to be noted is that, the
kernel processes maintains a common stack. Hence
the integrity of the stack has to be checked
periodically. At the beginning of the de-queue, a test is
performed to verify whether the process operates in
kernel space. If the process operates at the kernel stack,
a check is made to see that the distinctive pattern at
the end of the stack is not overwritten.
During the scheduling process described above, the
process table is updated with the following entries,
time_quantum_left,
priority,
maximum_allowed_priority. Every time a process is
scheduled, a check on the time_quantum_left is done.
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Based on the number of processors assigned to the
simulation environment, the processes are transmitted
to the processors using the shortest job first algorithm
from a M/M/1 queue. The execution of the processes
by the processors is assumed to be threaded and the
results obtained as a result of execution of the
simulated traditional SJF for multi-core scheduling are
given below.

A. Working of nice
Nice is a UNIX system call which assigns
scheduling priority to processes. A positive nice value
refers to process having lower priority and a negative
value denotes higher priority process. Generally task
drivers and servers are given large quanta so that they
run before they get blocked. But if they run longer
than the given quanta they may get pre-empted.
.
V. SCOPE FOR IMPROVEMENT
When tasks are created they are placed on a given
CPU's run queue. Processes are either short lived or
long lived. Traditional linux scheduler provides the
functionality of scheduling by balancing the workload
among the CPU's [12] in round robin fashion. The
scheduler does not take the process execution time
into consideration. Using traditional SJF for multicore,
BST and Block scheduling mechanism, we propose
methods for scheduling by taking the execution time
of each process and the load of each processor core.
VI. SIMULATED SJF FOR MULTI-CORE
In the shortest job for multi-core we have come up
with a model where the processes arrive at a Poisson
rate and the execution time of the processes are
considered to be random.

Fig. 4. Average turn around time
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Fig. 5. Average waiting time

The results show that the as the number of jobs
increase, the average turnaround time decreases for
increased number of cores. Similarly the average
waiting time for the processes also decreases as the
number of cores increase.
VII.
BST SCHEDULER
The main idea behind the BST scheduler is to
maintain balance in providing processor time to tasks
and reducing the latency for getting CPU access [14].
When the time for the tasks is out of balance then the
out of balance tasks should be given excess time to
execute. The scheduler is named as BST scheduler due
to the following reasons; refer [15] for details related
to completely fair scheduler.
 Binary search tree is used as data structure for
the run queues instead of the traditional arrays.
 Fast interactive response
 Fair to all tasks
 Improved load balancing for multi-core.
A. Internal Design
A Binary Search Tree has the self-balancing
property. Operations pertaining to Binary Search Tree
occur in O(log n) time. This means that the insertion
and deletion of tasks can be done in fixed time
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efficiently. BST's design uses time-ordered BST-tree
to build a time-line of future task execution. It does
not make use of the traditional array switch
mechanism. BST makes use of the concept of sleeper
fairness, where tasks that are not runnable receive a
comparable share of processor time at a later point of
time when they need it.
Process creation
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VIII.

INTERNAL DATA-STRUCTURE OF BST
SCHEDULER
The internal of BST scheduler makes use of the
following data-structure.
 min_vruntime - It is a monolithic increasing
variable taking the smallest virtual run time
among all the tasks in the run queue.
 load - The total number of running tasks in the
run queue is accounted through this variable.
 se_vruntime - holds the difference between the
min_vruntime and the executed time.

Memory allocated to process
27

Apply time quantum and
priority to process
19

34

Select one of the 16 queues

7

25

31

65

Decide where to insert in the
queue.

2
Remove from
queue

98

Is process
blocked
Fig. 7. BST Datastructure

Select the process from the
head of high priority queue.

Pick the process to assign to a
particular core.

T_quatum
expired?

Continue to run on core till
time quantum expires.
Fig. 6. Flow diagram of traditional scheduler
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IX. WORKING OF BST SCHEDULER
A task that is to be executed is scheduled based on
the min_vruntime value i.e. the left most element of
the BST-tree. Now the se_vruntime is computed. Once
the value becomes greater than the threshold, some
other task is made as the leftmost task. With tasks
stored in time-ordered tree, tasks which are in grave
need of processor are allocated processor first. The
flow diagram shown in Fig. 6 describes the entire
process involved in scheduling of tasks using BST tree.
Initially the process/thread is created and the time
quantum is computed and placed in the BST tree. The
initial step involves, checking whether the process is
blocked. If the process is blocked due to some
operation, then the process is moved into the ready
queue and the process id associated with the left most
leaf of BST tree is relocated to some other leaf. The
process-id of the next process which is going to make
use of the processor is associated with the left most
leaf of the BST tree. If the process is not blocked then
the process continues until the time quantum expires.
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Thread creation

Memory allocation

Ready state

Vruntime calculation

Insert into BST tree
Fig. 9.Output obtained from traditional scheduler

Is thread
blocked

Remove left most node from
BST tree.

Load balance iterator

Fig. 10.Output obtained from BST scheduler

T_quatum
expired?

Continue to run on core till
time quantum expires.
Fig. 8. Flow diagram of BST scheduler

X. BLOCK SCHEDULER
Block scheduling [16] is an emerging state art
scheduling for process on multicore where special
assumptions about process are made with respect to
multiple cores. The block scheduling attempts to do an
equitable distribution of workload among the multiple
cores of processor. It tries to avoid forward
dependency. Whenever process Pj's input depends on
process Pi's output then process Pj it is said to be
forward dependent on process Pi. Block scheduling
tries to avoid this by rearranging processes so that the
cores never remain idle. It also tries to minimize the
amount of context switching. In this paper, we have
implemented block scheduling using simulation.
Consider the following example for forward
dependency:
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P1: x=a+b
P3: z=d+e
P5: t=h+i

P2: y=x+c
P4: s=z+v
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is set to 4 in case of quad core model. The results
obtained are shown in the graph.

Fig. 11. Forward dependency

In this figure process P2 will not execute unless
process P1 is completed. Similarly process P4 will not
execute unless P3 is executed.

Fig. 13. Execution time for 1, 2 and 4 core processors using block
scheduling.

XII.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have demonstrated the traditional
scheduler, BST scheduler and block scheduler to
minimize the execution time of the tasks. Based on the
requirements of the tasks, selection of appropriate
scheduler would improve upon the efficiency of
execution of the multiple cores of the processor. In
this paper, an attempt to optimize multicore-load
balancing to achieve better response time is also made.

Fig. 12. Influence of scheduler on execution time

The time for execution of these processes using a
traditional scheduling would be much slower than
using block scheduling. Using block scheduling, the
process that are independent of each other are grouped
together as blocks and the remaining process that do
not form the block comes separately once the block
gets executed. Hence by rearranging the processes the
dependency conflict that arises in case of traditional
schedulers is reduced on a multi-core machine.
XI. RESULTS OF BLOCK SCHEDULING
The graph is obtained by running block scheduling
on single core, dual core and quad core processors.
This is done by running the block scheduling program
using task-set command of linux shell. The process are
given affinity to one particular core in case of
simulating on a uni-core processor, similarly the
affinity is set to 2 for dual core model and the affinity
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